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Abstract 
 

Genes could produce multiple protein-coding transcripts by alternative splicing (AS). 

It was known that AS is related to several diseases in generating biological and functional 

diversity. So, analysis of the mRNA diversity of genes would be important for 

understanding gene function. Previously, we obtained 1.46 million human full-length 

cDNAs (FLJ cDNA) and sequenced their 5‘-ends. We selected approximately 55 

thousand cDNAs from FLJ cDNA and sequenced completely. Our FLJ cDNAs were 

constructed by an optimized oligo-capping method. Thus, by using 5‘-EST data, a lot of 

valuable information was obtained regarding the diversity of the transcription start site 

(TSS) and amino acid sequences at the N-terminal ends of proteins. We found that 

alternative TSSs were utilized for tissue-specific expression. Using this data, we 

constructed FLJ Human cDNA Database ver. 3.2, http://flj.lifesciencedb.jp. But, a lot of 

AS-related information still remains to be extracted from our 1.4 million cDNA 

resources. From a huge number of human sequence information, we selected only the 

reliable cDNAs for the analysis of the mRNA diversity. And, we developed probes which 

can analyze the mRNA diversity. As a result, by comparing our constructed 5,784 pairs 

of independent probes, we are able to detect the expression profiles of splicing patterns in 

3,413 genes. Moreover, using these probes, we analyzed the mRNA diversity of genes 

after inducing neuronal differentiation in human NT2 teratocarcinoma cells using all-

trans retinoic acid (RA). Analyses of NT2 cells identified 452 RA-responsive genes. The 
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mRNA diversity analysis revealed that the rate of genes that showed AS in their N-

terminus, internal region, C-terminus, is almost the same, respectively. 

 

 

Introduction 
 

We think that it is important to understand the variety of mRNA expressed from each 

gene for the gene functional analysis. Therefore we pay attention to it and analyze this. 

Because the human gene number was estimated to be only approximately 20,000 genes [1], it 

was thought that expressing different proteins from one gene frequently caused various life 

phenomena in humans. As for this variety, many genes change a splice pattern, and it is said 

that it is realized by alternative splicing (AS) producing multiple mature mRNA by one 

immature mRNA [2]. AS is a system where different kinds of proteins are often expressed 

from one gene. It is said that the gene expression program at this RNA stage is controlled for 

time space in the living organisms, and it is important for creating the complicated various 

forms and functions in those by this controlled program [3-8]. It is known that it is related to 

various diseases and that the proteins, where the biological property and function are 

different, are produced from one gene by AS [9]. When abnormality occurs in AS, which 

should be originally exact, an abnormal protein, which lacked in a function, and/or a 

cytotoxic abnormal protein, is produced and may be related to the disease onset [10-11]. 

Therefore at first it is necessary to analyze the variety of mRNA by each gene to study the 

influence that the change of the gene expression level gives to a gene function. However, 

there are many points that must be solved about the variety of the mRNA, including the 

function of every produced protein-coding transcript, by analyzing and identifying the various 

mRNA produced by one gene, the mRNA change from one gene by the environment factor 

and/or the controlling mechanism of producing the variety of mRNA transcribed from one 

gene. 

Therefore first we must question what type of protein-coding transcript was produced by 

AS from one gene, so we identified various mRNA produced by a gene. Then, we decided to 

examine the influence that variety of mRNA gave to a gene function by AS to elucidate an 

unknown gene function and the gene expression control system. 

 

 

Identification of Transcription Products Produced 
by Variety of Tne Human mRNA 

 

We thought that identification of various mRNA produced by one gene was important to 

the gene functional analysis. All human genome sequencing was determined by the human 

genome-sequencing project [1], but all gene regions transcribed to mRNAs, which encoded 

proteins, were not necessarily identified. Furthermore, the number of the mRNA, which can 

theoretically be produced by AS, is enormous because the gene is often comprised of plural 

exons and the combination is complicated. Therefore, it is very difficult to predict it only 

from the genome DNA sequence information by in silico. It is necessary to analyze sequences 

of a great number of mRNAs, possibly brought about in vivo by AS, and to identify them to 

elucidate a question of what type of protein-coding transcript is produced by AS of one gene.  
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Therefore we acquired approximately 1,460,000 of human full length cDNA (FLJ cDNA) 

from the CAP site of mRNA, which were constructed from approximately 100 kinds of 

human tissues and cells by the oligo-capping method, and analyzed all 5‘-EST (expressed 

sequence tag), with average sequence lengths of approximately 500 bases [12-14]. We 

selected approximately 55,000 of FLJ cDNA, which acquired the information for the 5‘-EST 

sequences, and performed full length sequencing [12-15]. Then we built a data set of human 

cDNA sequences, which included the FLJ cDNA, and performed mapping and clustering with 

the human genome sequence. The human genome sequence used 18 UCSC hg NCBI Build 

36.1. Approximately 55,000 full length sequenced FLJ cDNA sequences and approximately 

1,460,000 5‘-EST sequences of FLJ cDNAs were used for analysis. We also used 

approximately 52,000 sequences of the human full length sequenced cDNAs registered with a 

public database (DB) at the same time, approximately 30,000 sequences of human RefSeq 

(NCBI Reference Sequences; http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/RefSeq/), approximately 48,000 

sequences of human Ensembl sequence (Ensembl, human gene transcripts; 

http://www.ensembl.org/index.html) for analysis. Furthermore, we used the human EST 

sequence information registered with the public DB and analyzed it. As a result, we built the 

FLJ Human cDNA Database, http://flj.lifesciencedb.jp [15]. 

Using all sequences mapped to the same chromosomal region, we selected only reliable 

full length cDNA sequences for a protein coding gene prediction. Using the full-length cDNA 

selected above, we evaluated each genome locus with a manual for every chromosomal 

region one by one, whether it was an encoded protein or not. As a result, among 23,241 

genes, which we predicted were on the human genome, the number of the genes, which we 

predicted to be a reliable gene, was 16,754. About the analysis result, including the 

identification of the number of the genes, we reported it to Wakamatsu, A. et al. [15]. 

We thought that it was necessary to acquire the expression profile about every 

transcription product, protein-coding transcript, which encoded human protein, for analyzing 

the influence that the change of these gene expression levels gave to a gene function. A 

pattern and an expression level of the mRNAs in each gene were fairly different. Therefore, 

for examining a gene function and the correlation of the expression level, we selected genes 

by the overall expression level on every gene region.  

We analyzed the variety of the mRNA using approximately 1,460,000 5‘-ESTs of FLJ 

cDNA, which we acquired, mainly until now. We were able to acquire considerable 

knowledge about the varieties of the transcription start site (TSS) and the amino acid 

sequence of the N-terminal side, because it was the data which arrested the TSS that 

manufactured it by the improved oligo-capping method precisely, and those 5‘-ESTs were 

sequenced to have length of approximately 500 bases [12-17]. There is the first exon variation 

(FEV), which is one type of alternative N-terminus [Figure II-A] caused by the variation of 

TSS [18]. We found the genes, which FEV showed the expression pattern that was tissue-

specific, to a lot so far [15]. We thought that those results brought about a different protein-

coding transcript using suitable TSS of each gene under a certain tissue condition and the 

situation, and there was the gene that might give a functional variation [19-21]. It is very 

important to elucidate a gene function by analyzing the correlation between such a function 

and the change of a splice pattern. 

However, it was difficult to precisely predict AS, except for the N-terminal side, and 

those expression frequencies to have the characteristics that the ESTs of the FLJ cDNAs, 

which we used for analysis, which mainly specialized in 5‘-sides of mRNAs until now. We 
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still did not sufficiently analyze the variety of mRNA in the downstream region more than 

500 bases from the TSS. Therefore we analyzed AS, except for the N-terminal side, to 

elucidate the relationship between those changes and gene functions as described below. We 

thought that it was the suitable gene set, which we chose this time, for analyzing a change of 

AS in all CDS coding regions, because the gene set included a change of CDS as a result of 

classification in a change of N-terminal, internal and C-terminal sides of CDS. Using these 

genes, we decided to examine the relations between the change of the expression level of 

every AS and the gene function. 

Then, we decided to exclude the gene, which was high in expression level of every region 

of it, from an analysis candidate. We thought the excluded gene, which had a high expression 

level constitutively expressed in the cell and/or quite frequently already understood the gene 

function by previous advanced analysis. At first we predicted the expression level about every 

gene locus from the total number of human cDNAs (human full length sequenced cDNAs in 

public DB, human RefSeq, human Ensembl) and human ESTs mapped with respect to the 

gene locus. We defined the total number of cDNAs and ESTs mapped with respect to the 

same gene locus as cluster size and made a histogram. Then we selected a gene for further 

analysis with a cluster size less than 500. By this selection, 14,382 genes were included in it, 

which occupied 85.8% of the 16,754 genes that we predicted to be reliable genes [Figure I]. 

Using the number of FLJ 5‘-ESTs mapped with respect to the same gene locus, we 

decided to sort the further analysis candidate genes. We acquired full length cDNAs from 

approximately 100 kinds of human tissues and cells to perform the functional analyses of the 

human gene. We constructed approximately 1,460,000 full-length cDNA resources said to be 

FLJ cDNA and performed a sequence analysis of 5‘-ESTs, which averaged length was 

approximately 500bp. These resources and sequence analysis information would be a useful 

tool in a gene function analysis. Because most materials used for construction of FLJ cDNAs 

are commercially available for approximately 100 kinds of human tissues and cells, we were 

able to obtain RNA easily. Therefore we decided to sort the gene where we already had 

resources and information. Then we defined the number of 5‘-ESTs derived from FLJ cDNAs 

mapped onto the human genome with respect to the same gene locus as the FLJ 5‘-EST size 

and then made a histogram. Using this result, we decided to select genes with FLJ 5‘-EST 

size more than five. By this selection, 9,907 genes were included in it, which occupied 59.1% 

of 16,754 genes that we predicted to be reliable [Figure I]. 

We predicted the CDS of the protein-coding transcript produced from the same gene 

locus and classified the CDS according to the result. Then we sorted the classification result 

for the purpose. In the gene functional analysis, we thought that it was particularly important 

to analyze the variety of the protein-coding transcript rather than the variety of mRNA. 

Therefore, we excluded CDSs, which a variation by AS existed in the noncoding region 

(UTR) or was predicted to be completely matched in CDS, from an analysis object about the 

gene. As a result, the number of genes meeting the condition that their protein-coding 

transcripts produce CDS of different plural kinds, is 9,323 genes. These genes occupied 

55.6% of 16,754 genes that we predicted to be reliable [Figure 1]. 
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Figure 1. Procedure for the identification of candidate genes. 

Outline of our gene-characterization method from human full-length cDNAs and ESTs mapped to the 

human genome. EST, expressed sequence tag; CDS, coding region. ―Human genes (high reliability 

category)‖, 16,754 genes, were shown in Wakamatsu, A. et al. [15]. 

Furthermore, we sorted the genes based on the number of protein-coding transcripts 

produced from the same gene locus. In AS, the mature mRNA is produced by changing the 

part and the combination of exons of the immature mRNA. In this complicated process 

splicing eliminates an unnecessary part, then the different plural number class of mature 

mRNAs is produced. In other words the number of mRNA, which can be produced 

theoretically by AS, is enormous, but the kinds are different in every gene. We thought that it 

would be difficult to analyze exhaustive gene expression, corresponding to the combination 

of a too complicated protein-coding transcript. Therefore we predicted complexity of AS of 

the genome region and sorted out the results from the number of protein-coding transcripts 

produced from the same gene locus. Then we selected the gene with the number of predicted 

protein-coding transcripts less than ten. The gene to meet was among 6,297 genes, and held a 

condition 37.6% of 16,754 genes that we predicted to be reliable [Figure 1]. 

We obtained variation results produced in CDS by similarity searching for all protein-

coding transcripts produced from the same gene locus using Align, similarity analysis 

software by Blastn and Blastp, and then manually evaluated the results as to what kind of 

CDS by AS was produced from that. After that each gene was classified by the splice pattern 

that we should have paid attention to. In this evaluation, low reliability patterns predicted in 

CDS were eliminated. These include patterns in which the immature mRNA and intron, was 

included. We also eliminated unreliable patterns caused by substitution and point mutation. 

By this evaluation, we selected 3,598 genes, which occupied 21.5% of 16,754 genes that we 

predicted to be reliably suitable for variety analysis of the mRNAs. In 3,598 genes, 5,983 

patterns were found as a splice pattern, where we should have paid attention [Figure 1].  
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Figure 2. Classifications of selected 3,598 genes based on mRNA diversities. 

(A) Types of alternative splicing of protein-coding transcripts. Boxes, exons; black lines, introns; black 

boxes, coding regions; white boxes, untranslated regions. (B) Classifications of 5,983 patterns based on 

types of alternative splicing. (C) Categorization of 5,983 patterns by regions of alternative splicing. (D) 

Classifications of selected 3,598 genes by results of categorization. 

Then we classified the five kinds of splice patterns we found [Figure 2-A] by paying 

attention to the splice kind and the CDS region that thereby changed. As a result, the first 

pattern, ―1: Alternative N-terminus‖, was 1,408 patterns [Figure 2-B]. In this pattern, there is 

TSS as shown in Figure 2-A on exon, which is different from TSS of the known full-length 

cDNA, and is equivalent but alternative to the N-terminal side with the translation start point 

by the splicing patterns caused by different TSS. The fifth pattern, ―5: Alternative C-
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terminus‖, a C-terminal side is alternative and to change CDS, was 1,030 patterns [Figure 2-

B]. About another pattern, ―2, 3 and 4: Alternative internal region‖, that both N terminal and 

C-terminal sides did not change but the internal region was alternative [Figure 2-A], had 

3,545 patterns [Figure 2-B]. The pattern, ―Alternative internal region‖, was classified to three 

kinds [Figure 2-A], Type 1, 2 and 3, with different types of CDS regions. We classified that 

type 1 was an N terminal of CDS changed, type 3 was a C-terminus of CDS changed, and 

type 2 was a pattern except for type 1 and 3 [Figure 2-A]. As a result, we were able to classify 

in 677, 2,236, 632 patterns, respectively [Figure 2-B]. 

From a gene, a multiple protein-coding transcript was produced by AS, but we thought 

that a protein-coding transcript, which was derived by stimulation and changed an expression 

level, was important to elucidate what region of the gene was often expressed by AS. For 

example, a possibility is when AS happens a lot to an N terminal end, that the gene is 

regulated by transcription. In addition, both ends do not change, but an expression level 

fluctuation is related to the presence of the gene functional domain, which is caused by 

having the exon or not in the internal region. In this case we think that the possibility that 

having the exon or not plays an important role for the change of the gene function. Therefore 

for analysis of AS data as to what kind of exon region of the mRNA was expressed and 

affected the change of the expression level, we decided to classify five kinds of patterns in 

three categories by paying attention to the region that had a change in CDS. Category A, 

change N-terminal region of CDS, which was the first category, combined two kinds of 

patterns, ―1: Alternative N-terminus‖ and type 1 of ―2: Alternative internal region‖ [Figure 2-

C]. The pattern classified in this group was 2,085 patterns [Figure 2-C]. Category B, change 

internal region of CDS, which was the second category, consisted only of one kind of pattern, 

type 2 of ―3: Alternative internal region‖ [Figure 2-C]. The pattern classified in this group 

was 2,236 patterns [Figure 2-C]. Category C, change C-terminal region of CDS, which was 

the third category, combined two kinds of patterns, type 3 of ―4: Alternative internal region‖ 

and ―5: Alternative C-terminus‖ [Figure 2-C]. The pattern classified in this group was 1,662 

patterns [Figure 2-C]. 

Finally, with the three categories that we classified, we analyzed the AS pattern number 

to be about 3,598 genes to clarify what category deserved attention. Depending on a gene, 

plural AS happened, and the gene sorted in all three categories was exposed. As a result, 

Category A, ―change N-terminal region of CDS; CDS, N-end‖, category B, ―change internal 

region of CDS; CDS, internal‖, and category C, ―change C-terminal region of CDS; CDS, C-

end‖, were calculated to be 1,651, 1,732 and 1,362 genes, respectively [Figure 2-C&D]. 

 

 

Construction of the Custom DNA Microarray for 
Analysis of mRNA Variation 

 

We decided to perform a new construction of a custom DNA microarray for analyzing 

the expression pattern of every splice pattern, which could be analyzed to compare 5,983 

splice patterns of 3,598 genes. We used a Roche NimbleGen multiplex array [4-plex format 

(4x72K)]. On this array, the probe length was 60 bases. Therefore, using 3,598 genes, we 

tried to identify a specific sequence region of every protein-coding transcript, which was 

necessary for a probe design. But a small amount of genes was not able to find the specific 
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sequence region that was necessary for the design of the probe because the sequence length of 

the exon had a short. As a result, 3,413 genes were selected from 3,598 genes as the analysis 

candidates for exhaustive gene expression analysis of AS regions. To the 3,413 genes, we 

constructed the probes which assumed the specific target regions for the expression analysis 

for every AS pattern. Furthermore, we designed the probe to assume a common region shared 

in all protein-coding transcripts to be able to analyze an overall expression level of the gene. 

As a result, we identified 14,676 sites of specific sequence regions based on 8,672 cDNAs, 

which were selected as representative and alternative splicing variants from the consisted 

cDNAs of 3,413 genes, to analyze the expression frequency, and designed 48,388 probes in 

total in the regions by basically using three kinds of probes for each site. We extracted the 

probe pair, which could compare AS patterns by the probes, which were specifically 

manufactured in AS patterns from there. As a result, from about 3,413 genes, we understood 

that we could compare the expression frequency of 5,784 AS patterns using probes of 5,784 

pairs. Then we analyzed the AS pattern number of about 3,413 genes in the same way as the 

above-mentioned gene sets, 3,598 genes. As a result, Category A, ―change N-terminal region 

of CDS; CDS, N-end‖, category B, ―change internal region of CDS; CDS, internal‖ and 

category C, ―change C-terminal region of CDS; CDS, C-end‖, were calculated to 1,520, 1,692 

and 1,346 genes, respectively. 

 

 

Analysis of Alternative Splicing Using NT2 Cells  
Induced Neuronal Differentiation by Retinoic Acid 

 

Using the custom DNA microarray, which we built, we decided to analyze the relations 

between a variety of the mRNA and the gene function. The genes were identified so that the 

expression levels were fluctuated by all-trans retinoic acid (RA) treatment using NT2 

pluripotential human embryonal carcinoma cell, known as the NT2/D1 cell. This cell line is 

known so that neuronal differentiation is induced by treatment with RA [22]. Under the RA 

levels, which are able to cause neuronal differentiation, we understand that cell growth is not 

inhibited on this instance [22]. Furthermore, we are able to identify that all of them come 

from environmental factors, if the cultured cells change by RA induction and also by a variety 

of the mRNA changes [23-24]. Each stage of these cultured cells is one group with the same 

genetic background. AS is said to be important to the mammalian nervous system, when an 

important change occurs concerning neuronal differentiation such as cell differentiation, axon 

induction, neurite formation is regulated by AS [25]. 

We analyzed the change of the expression level for 35 days using NT2 cells after RA 

induction by the custom DNA microarray, and gathered analysis results of six time point 

samples, 0, 1, 2, 7, 14 and 35 days, which were listed below them sequentially with 0-day, 1-

day, 2-day, 7-day, 14-day and 35-day, respectively [Figure 3-A]. Two kinds of independent 

experiments were performed. We prepared and repeated the schedule to subculture the 

samples of four kinds, 0-day, 1-day, 2-day and 7-day, as the first analysis (test 1) [Figure 3-

B]. Two kinds of independent experiments were performed. We prepared and repeated the 

schedule to subculture the four kinds of samples, 0-day, 7-day, 14-day and 35-day, as the 

second analysis (test 2) [Figure 3-B]. From reproducible evaluation (results not shown) by the 
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experiment, we prepared the analytical control to use a 0-day control sample of the first 

analysis (test1 0-day). 

 

 

Figure 3. Comparison of gene expression profiles of control and RA-induced NT2 cells by DNA 

microarray analysis. 

(A) Method for RA induction for NT2 cells. In response to all-trans retinoic acid (RA), NT2 cells 

differentiate towards a neuronal lineage. FUdR, 5-fluoro-2‘-deoxyuridine; Urd,uridine; araC, cytosine 

beta-D-arabinofuranoside. NT2 cells shared the same genetic background; analyze changes in the 

mRNA diversity of genes following changes in an environmental condition (RA induction). (B) List of 

total RNAs used in this DNA microarray study. (C) Gene expression profiles of RA-treated cell data 

after filtering out the control cell data (0_t1). Columns and rows indicate RA time point samples and 

probes, respectively. Probes and samples are aligned in the order defined by the results of the clustering 

analysis. The color bar represents the grades of the relative expression levels: increase, red; decrease, 

blue. 

 

As a result, the expression level of a total of 2,171 sites of specific sequence regions, two 

of test2 0-day, 33 of test1 1-day, 85 of test1 2-day, 337 of test1 7-day, 357 of test2 7-day, 452 
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of test2 14-day and 905 of test2 35-day, satisfied our setting threshold 4-fold, compared with 

the control sample, test1 0-day, respectively. Then we merged those sites of specific sequence 

regions and as a result, 1,147 sites were picked up. In those we eliminated sites after 

evaluation then used another control sample, test2 0-day. Then we performed a cluster 

analysis for a selected 1,145 sites, as a result, the probes were clustered in order of RA 

induction time points, and two 0-day and two 7-day samples were each clustered with the 

same induction time points [Figure 3-C]. We evaluated genes of the selected 1,145 sites of 

specific sequence regions by analyzing the relationship between genes and probes designed 

on sites. As a result, we clarified that they came from 583 genes. Because 2,513 sites of 

specific sequence regions, including sites on a common region, shared in all protein-coding 

transcripts were designed on those genes, as a result the expression level of 1,145 sites of 

specific sequence regions was changed by RA induction, but the remaining 1,368 sites were 

not changed by it.  

In the 583 genes, we searched pairs of sites of specific sequence regions where we could 

compare the AS pattern, as a result, 452 genes were extracted. In the 452 genes, 1,003 sites of 

specific sequence regions showed the expression level change by RA induction, and 1,051 

sites did not show it. Regarding the extracted 452 genes, we could compare the expression 

frequency of 857 AS patterns using 857 pairs of sites of specific sequence regions. Then we 

paid attention to each gene comparison contrast pair and analyzed it to see whether AS 

changed an expression level. As a result, in 614 pairs of the sites, the expression level of the 

pair of both or either changed, but the expression level of both pairs did not change into 243 

remaining pairs. An expression level changed in about 614 pairs. We performed a comparison 

analysis to see whether the expression level was due to timing, and judged whether the 

expression profile was the same or different. As a result, the profiles of the expression level 

were different in about 480 pairs of sites, but the profiles were the same in about 134 of the 

remaining pairs.. 

We selected about 25 genes from those. We designed the specific DNA primers which 

could recognize protein-coding transcripts for comparing the AS patterns like custom DNA 

microarrays individually, and analyzed the expression profiles by the RA induction by real-

time PCR using NT2 cells. As a result, because the technique was different, some genes 

showed that the degree of the change of the expression level by RA induction was different, 

however, all genes showed that the expression profiles of them by that were agreeable. The 

results of five genes, HOXA3, CRISPLD1, HOXA1, CYP2S1, and MTA3, were shown in 

Figure 4. We described below the analysis result examples, analysis 1-5, respectively. The 

results of another 20 genes, CDH6, CYP26B1, DENND5B, DMKN, DYSF, FAM65B, 

FGD4, FNDC5, GSTO2, HNF1B, LMCD1, LSAMP, MAPKAPK2, NCAM2, NEFM, RBP1, 

SEMA3C, SKAP2, ST3GAL5, and TFEC, were not shown here. 

Analysis 1, HOXA3: The HOXA3 gene is one of the homeobox genes and it is said that it 

is a DNA-binding transcription factor [26-27]. The HOXA3 gene produced a protein-coding 

transcript having two kinds of different CDSs, NM_030661.3 and NM_153632.1. The two 

kinds of transcription products shared a homeobox domain, but were able to classify in 

Category A (CDS, N-end) because N-terminal regions are different [Figure 4-A]. We got a 

result of expression profiles by both real-time PCR and the custom DNA microarray by RA 

induction that an expression level was changed for two kinds of transcription products, and 

the rate of climb of two kinds of expression levels were different [Figure 4-A]. 



 

 

Figure 4. (Continued) 



 

 

Figure 4. Quantitative analysis of expression of identified five RA-responsive genes by real-time PCR. 

Expression levels of two transcripts produced by AS from each gene were analyzed by DNA microarray (A1, B1, C1, D1 and E1) or by real-time PCR 

(A2, B2, C2, D2 and E2), and were represented in log2 base. Name of the RA-responsive genes: (A) HOXA3, (B) CRISPLD1, (C) HOXA1, (D) 

CYP2S1, (E) MTA3. Boxes, exons; purple lines, introns; black boxes, coding regions; white boxes, untranslated regions; red or blue bars, detected 

regions; and numbers given in parentheses, genomic alignment positions. The real-time PCR data were normalized with respect to that of the human 

GAPDH. 
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Analysis 2, CRISPLD1: CRISPLD1, cysteine-rich secretory protein LCCL domain 

containing 1, plays a role in NSCLP, nonsyndromic cleft lip plus palate, through the 

interaction with CRISPLD2 and folate pathway genes [28]. The CRISPLD1 gene produced 

protein-coding transcripts having two kinds of different CDSs, FLJ57290 and NM_031461.3. 

We classified this case in Category A (CDS, N-end) because two kinds of transcription 

products choose different TSS among different exons said to be FEV [Figure 4-B]. We got a 

result that an expression profile was as different as for an expression level changing as for 

two kinds of transcription products by both real-time PCR and the custom DNA microarray 

by RA induction, and the two kinds of expression profiles were different [Figure 4-B]. 

Analysis 3, HOXA1: HOXA1 gene is a DNA-binding transcription factor in one of the 

homeobox genes [29-30]. The HOXA1 gene produced protein-coding transcripts having two 

kinds of different CDSs, NM_005522.3 and NM_153620.1. As for two kinds of transcription 

products, only NM_005522.3 was shown to have a homeobox domain by the difference of the 

splice pattern. We classified this case in Category B (CDS, internal) because the internal 

regions were different [Figure 4-C]. We got a result that an expression profile was as different 

as for an expression level changing as for two kinds of transcription products by both real-

time PCR and the custom DNA microarray by RA induction, and the two kinds of expression 

profiles were different [Figure 4-C]. But the degree of the change was slightly different by 

experiment technique. 

Analysis 4, CYP2S1: CYP2S1 encodes a member of the cytochrome P450 superfamily of 

enzymes [31]. The cytochrome P450 proteins are monooxygenases which catalyze many 

reactions involved in drug metabolism and synthesis of cholesterol, steroids and other lipids. 

This protein localizes to the endoplasmic reticulum [31]. The CYP2S1 gene produced 

protein-coding transcripts having two kinds of different CDSs, FLJ52866 and NM_030622.6. 

We classified this case in Category B (CDS, internal) because internal regions were different 

[Figure 4-D]. We got a result that an expression profile was as different as for an expression 

level changing as for two kinds of transcription products by both real-time PCR and the 

custom DNA microarray by RA induction, but the two kinds of expression profiles were the 

same [Figure 4-D]. 

Analysis 5, MTA3: Metastasis-associated protein (MTA3) is a constituent of the Mi-

2/nucleosome remodeling and deacetylase (NuRD) protein complex that regulates gene 

expression by altering the chromatin structure and is able to facilitate cohesion loading onto 

DNA. The biological function of MTA3 within the NuRD complex is unknown [32]. The 

MTA3 gene produced protein-coding transcripts having two kinds of different CDSs, 

FLJ45312 and NM_020744.2. We classified this case in Category C (CDS, C-end) because 

the C-terminal regions were different [Figure 4-E]. We got a result that an expression profile 

was as different as for an expression level changing as for two kinds of transcription products 

by both real-time PCR and the custom DNA microarray by RA induction, and the two kinds 

of expression profiles were different [Figure 4-E]. 

Regarding the genes we selected in this way, we understood that we could cover data 

about the mRNA variations of genes by AS using the custom DNA microarray since probes 

were designed at sites of specific sequence regions. If data about mRNA variations of genes 

by AS could be accumulated using this approach, we thought that we would be able to 

elucidate the mechanism that an expression level of multiple mRNAs, produced from the 

same gene, was changed by response to various factors and then the gene functioned 
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depending on the response to those. We also thought that it was important for new function 

elucidation. 

 

 

Analysis of Relationship between mRNA Variation 
by Alternative Splicing and the Gene Function 
 

Finally, for analyzing the relationship between the variety of mRNA and the gene 

function, about 452 genes responsive to RA, which were identified as having expression level 

changed protein-coding transcripts by the expression analysis, were analyzed as to what kind 

of region was changed by AS. 857 AS patterns were built in 452 genes responsive to RA [Fig. 

5-A]. 

 

 

Figure. 5. Quantitative evaluation of expression of selected 3,598 genes by DNA microarray analysis 

using NT2 cells. 

Evaluation of expression profile of 452 RA induced genes by DNA microarray analysis. 
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Then we analyzed the AS patterns of 452 genes responsive to RA induction according to 

a category. AS pattern number of Category A (CDS, N-end), Category B (CDS, internal) and 

Category C (CDS, C-end) was 273 (13.1%), 339 (15.1%) and 245 (14.7%), respectively 

[Figure 5-A]. From this result, the distribution of 857 AS patterns of 452 responsive genes 

selected by the expression change by RA induction did not differ much with that of 5,983 

patterns of 3,598 genes for the analysis candidates [Figure 5-A]. 

After that analysis, we divided the AS patterns into those that did not show a change and 

those that showed an expression level change by RA induction [Figure 5-A]. As a result, in 

Category A (CDS, N-end) where the N-terminal side of CDS region changed, the AS patterns 

that the expression levels changed were 155 (7.4%) [Figure 5-A]. Then we compared the 

expression profiles of the 155 AS patterns where the expression levels changed by RA 

induction; as a result 134 (6.4%) showed different profiles [Figure 5-A]. In Category B (CDS, 

internal) where the internal region of CDS region changed except for the N-terminal and C-

terminal regions, the AS patterns that the expression levels changed were 259 (11.6%) 

[Figure 5-B]. Then we compared the expression profiles of the 259 AS patterns where the 

expression levels were changed by RA induction, and as a result 178 (8.0%) showed different 

profiles [Figure 5-B]. In Category C (CDS, C-end) where the C-terminal side of CDS region 

changed, the AS patterns that the expression levels changed were 200 (12.0%) [Figure 5-A]. 

Then we compared the expression profiles of the 200 AS patterns where the expression levels 

were changed by RA induction, and as a result 168 (10.1%) showed different profiles [Figure 

5-B]. By the distribution of the AS patterns of 614 pairs where the expression levels changed 

by RA induction from this result, the rate of AS patterns classified in the category of 

Category A (CDS, N-end) was fewer than that of another two categories [Figure 5-B]. In the 

evaluation of every gene, there were fewer genes distributed over Category A (CDS, N-end) 

with the genes that the expression levels changed than the other two categories [Figure V-A]. 

From our previous studies regarding AS in the N-terminal region [15, 18-21, 23, 24], we 

thought that there was only a strong correlation between the mRNA variation of the N-

terminal region of protein-coding transcript by AS and the gene function according to the 

gene expression pattern. However, from the results described above, a lot of mRNA variation 

by AS in both the internal and C-terminal regions of protein-coding transcripts also existed, 

and some of those were correlated with an expression level change, which sometimes induced 

a functional alteration of the gene, such as by RA induction [Figure 5-B]. From these results, 

we would have to use human full-length cDNA resources and the sequence analysis 

information, which we obtained during previous research, for further sequence analysis of 

both the internal and C-terminal regions of protein-coding transcripts using next generation 

DNA sequencing system. Further analysis is necessary regarding AS for more detailed gene 

function analysis using full-length cDNAs. 

 

 

Conclusion 
 

One of the most important prerequisites for understanding the functions of genes is to 

analyze mRNA diversity. At least 70% of all human genes produce multiple transcripts by AS 

[3, 8]. Genes could produce multiple protein-coding transcripts by AS for generating 

biological and functional diversity. 
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We sequenced approximately 55 thousand human full-length cDNAs and approximately 

1.45 million 5‘-ESTs from human cDNA libraries constructed by the oligo-capping method 

for gene functional analyses [12-15]. The studies indicated that a single gene could utilize AS 

for tissue-specific transcription [15]. We also constructed the FLJ Human cDNA Database 

[15], http://flj.lifesciencedb.jp, which would be useful in analyzing the diversity of protein-

coding transcripts. Furthermore, we found a close relationship between the predicted function 

of a gene and its tissue-specific expression, implying that the gene was transcribed into an 

appropriate transcript according to the needs and circumstances [15]. However, we were 

unable to distinguish whether the observed expression pattern was associated with the genetic 

or the environmental risk factors, primarily because the tissues and cell lines used in our 

analyses were not derived from one person. 

Therefore, we used human NT2 cells for analyzing mRNA diversity [23-24]. This cell 

line is a good model for the embryonic development as well as for tumor cell differentiation. 

In response to RA, NT2 cells differentiate towards a neuronal lineage with associated loss of 

cell growth and tumorigenicity [22]. Because these cells shared the same genetic risk factor, 

we were able to analyze changes in the mRNA diversity of genes as a result of RA induction, 

an environmental risk factor [23-24]. We believe the mRNA diversity and gene function are 

correlated [23-24, 33], and therefore, it is imperative to understand this relationship in order 

to identify the genes that are specifically involved in neurodifferentiation. This point of view 

could be expanded to elucidate other phenomena. 

Accumulating more data on the mRNA diversity of genes using approaches similar to 

what we have described above will not only reveal the underlying mechanism by which genes 

produce specific protein coding transcripts in response to various factors, but will also 

contribute to the discovery of new gene functions. Moreover, identification of the risk factors 

responsible for the mRNA diversity would be an important step for gene function analyses 

and identifying candidate genes as novel targets for the development of new drugs and 

therapies. 
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